
collimating bins by blake 
Delivered by Blake Nancarrow (blaken AT computer-ease DOT com) during the RASC DDO Members Night on 9 Mar 2013. The 

presentation discussed how porro prism binoculars work , what can go wrong, and how one might correct them. 

what’s wrong? 
It may be obvious to some that their binoculars require collimation. Other times it is not so and all that a user might report is that the 

view is “funny” or they feel some “discomfort” or a full-on headache. 

• inconsistent brightness: due to light loss from mis-alignment, light not exiting centre of ocular 

• uncomfortable: an intangible feeling, one initially sees doubles can “merge” by concentrating 

• when one alternates blinking, object jumps: vertical movement is particularly bad 

• requires “effort:” can correct by going cross-eyed (converge, easy) or cock-eyed (diverge, hard) 

• cannot merge for an extended period: can correct but it is “hard” to do, or brings on a headache 

• cannot merge at all: doubles of everything and can draw closer but never merge 

• headaches: obviously, put the binoculars down, don’t keep using them 

• double stars everywhere! (not that Blake minds…) 

• clearly out of alignment, vertically: one might clearly see left and right images are displaced vertically or up and down, which often 

cannot be merged at all 

testing 
If one suspects their binoculars are fair but need a touch-up, try the following.  

• at night-time, alternate viewing through each eye, i.e. blink the left then right eye 

• day-time, view a distant object with horizontal lines, and check for vertical misalignment; usually it is very apparent in day-time 

viewing if there’s misalignment; particularly if one moves back 

• slightly horizontal overlap is OK actually; one’ s eyes can converge and diverge slightly 

• back up from the oculars; when “deep in” the brain makes significant adjustments to each eye’s position but if one stands back from 

the oculars, aware of one’ s surroundings, the eye does not attempt to correct each eye independently  

the path 
Many are familiar with collimation issues in telescopes. All types of telescopes need to be collimated. Some are done once, by the 

manufacturer at the factory, and never need to be touched again; other types, perhaps they need to be checked and changed before each 

use. Collimation is the process of ensuring the optical components are in-line and centred, parallel (where applicable), etc. so to 

transmit the maximum amount of light with as little distortion as possible. 

Newtonian and RC telescopes (catoptrics) often need regular collimation adjustment. Curiously, they have many possibile points of 

failure. The primary mirror sits in a cell and could be misaligned in the cell. The cell attaches could be misaligned in the telescope tube 

assembly. The secondary mirror presents a significant challenge floating in space. It needs to be in the “goldilocks” zone, not too close, 

not to far, not too off-centre. And then the light is heading out through the focuser, which must be flat to the OTA and not induce 

angular changes when racked and must hold the eyepiece perfectly in-line with the path and focal point. Lots to worry about.  

Refractors (dioptrics) rarely need adjustment. Due in part to their simplicity. The objective lens at the front of the OTA is mounted at 

the factory, presumbly perfectly centred, and perfectly perpendicular to the OTA walls. It is rare this can be adjusted. If a doublet or 

triplet, again, these lenses in general are not user-serviceable. 

Compound telescopes (catadioptrics) like SCTs and MCTs, while more complex in design, are somewhere in the middle. The corrector 

plate is fixed, self-aligning in the OTA, cannot be adjusted. The secondary mirror within the corrector is the only part that can be tuned. 

It has been said that binoculars are like using two refractor telescopes, one to each eye. But this is really not correct, at all. Binoculars 

are not “open tubes” like refractors. In the middle, there are prisms. And those prisms do magical things. This document focuses on the 

porro prism style binoculars. 

tools 
• razor blade: to cut away covering or rubberised coating or paint from atop adjustment screws 

• orange peeler: or some plastic or non-abrasive level to pry back covers 

• tiny screwdrivers: to fit the adjustment screws 

• flashlight: for finding the screw heads when doing night-time adjustments 

• tripod and adapter: infinitely easier for doing the collimation; and for moving back from the oculars 

• chair: ideally, one’s astronomical adjustable height chair 



porro design 
Let’s follow the light path in one “tube” of a set of binoculars: 

1. enters the front of the tube 

2. passes through objective lens and is focused 

3. enters 1st prism’s flat surface 

4. internally reflects at 90° on back of prism 

5. internally reflects at 90° on back of prism 

6. exits 1st prism’s flat surface 

7. enters 2nd prism’s flat surface 

8. internally reflects at 90° on back of prism 

9. internally reflects at 90° on back of prism 

10. exits 2nd prism’s flat surface 

11. passes through ocular lens 

12. ends up captured in a human eyeball 

Usually the pair of porro prisms are held together in a subframe and they cannot move in relation to one another. If they do it is a more 

serious problem and requiring a complete tear-down. The subframe can move however inside the binocular housing. There may be 2 

screws on each end of the subframe; or 1 screw and the subframe pivots on the other edge. Old Bushnells have 2 screws. Oberwerk and 

Celestron 15x70 have only 1 screw. 

indoor prep 
1. Google the bins: see if there’s instructions for adjusting the specific make and model; consider rebrands! 

2. review the instructions: either the manufacturer specific ones or general notes on the interwebs 

3. find the screws: pry covers, closely examine coatings or painting, cut away covering material if nec. 

4. get the driver ready: determine the type of driver needed (likely a jeweller’s small flat head screwdriver) 

outdoor prep 
5. mount bins on tripod: so to keep them steady, hands free, to prevent dropping the binoculars! 

6. sit down: to steady one’s head, in the end 

7. focus on distant object: if doing day-light corrections, one must find an object far away, i.e. > 1 km 

8. look through bins normally: look for vertical alignment issues 

actually collimating 
9. turn a screw: make sure the driver is well seated, gently turn, a small amount, watch the change in the view 

10. remember which way the screw is turned: in case the adjust makes things worse 

11. draw two images together: again, concentrate on aligning views up and down 

12. repeat for next screw: adjust again, if nec. noting direction; keep notes? 

tips and tricks 
• “small moves:” when one collimates an SCT, sometimes an 1/8th or 16th of a turn is required; avoid over tightening; avoid loosening 

so much the screw falls out! 

• makes notes? If the binoculars go out of collimation again, it can help correct faster; or undo changes made. 

• don’t strip the screws… well, ‘cause then you’d be screwed! 

• don’t drop the screws… in the dark, on the lawn, ‘cause then you’d be… 

• be patient: it does not take a lot of time to do, overall; but don’t rush 

• move back! the brain will compensate for poor collimation when that’s all each eye can see 

• surprise one’s eyes! i.e. sneak up on the oculars! Move away, relax one’s vision, then “pop” behind the oculars to see if there are 

multiple double images that then merge or immediately a single unified image 

more info? 
• nothing at Nikon Canada support site! 

• nothing at Carton! 

• Celestron says “send ‘em in…”, as usual 

• there’s a great guide at www.oberwerk.com/support/collimate.htm (who makes the Celestron 15x70…) 

• lots of tips and tricks on www.cloudynights.com 

• blog.lumpydarkness.com, if one have nothing else to do 


